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BabelMap is a simple-to use software utility designed to help you find specific Unicode characters by going through an immense collection of numbers,
figures, symbols or letters. Well-organized interface and fast character search engine. Powerful and useful set of tools. Each font or glyph that you find
can be exported to your computer as a BMP, GIF, JPG or PNG file. For future reference and easy access, you can bookmark up to 32 characters.
BabelMap highlights: - Alphabetical character list - Character list search - Character list sort - Character UCD edition - Character UCD properties for
versions supported - Character properties for versions supported - Character properties for all versions - Character radicals and strokes count for
versions supported - Character radicals and strokes count for all versions - Character list display options - Character list display modes - Character list
display modes for versions supported - Character list display modes for all versions - Character lists for all versions - Character lists for all versions in
NCR, HTML or UCN format - Character list display of all versions in one go - Character names display in A, O, E, I, U, Y, K, S, T, L, W, N, M, P or R
format - Character names display in A, O, E, I, U, Y, K, S, T, L, W, N, M, P or R format - Character name display in one go - Character name display
in one go - Character name display in one go - Character name display in one go - Character name display in one go - Character name display in one go
- Character name display in one go - Character name display in one go - Character name display in one go - Character name display in one go -
Character name display in one go - Character name display in one go - Character name display in one go - Character name display in one go - Character
name display in one go - Character name display in one go - Character name display in one go - Character name display in one go - Character name
display in one go - Character name display in one go - Character name display in one go - Character name display in one go - Character name display in
one go - Character name display in one go - Character name display in one go - Character name display in one go - Character
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- With the external "Macro" is created a powerful function key that can be used for several operations. - All the Unicode characters are available from a
dropdown list. You can click on the characters to copy, magnify or export them as PNG files. If the character is listed, you can click on it to view the
information about the character. - Character viewing in a magnified size - Unicode - Calculation of the basic structure of Han characters - Character
export as PNG files with versions Unicode up to 7.0 - Character highlighting - Character BMP export - Character JPG export - Character GIF export -
Character UTF-8 export - Character HTML export - Character to UCS conversion - Character export as source file - Character paste - Character click
to the center - Character search by Radical Name - Character search by Radix Number - Character search by decimal value - Character search by UCD
version number - Character search by Hexadecimal value - Character search by UCD and Unicode version - Character search by Unicode and decimal
value - Character search by Unicode and Hexadecimal value - Character search by UCD and the number of strokes - Character search by Radix and
Decimal value - Character search by Decimal and UCD version - Character search by character name - Character search by UCD version number -
Character search by Unicode version number - Character search by Han character name - Character search by radical name - Character search by Han
character number - Character search by Han character - Character search by Han character number and mode - Character search by Han character
number and radical - Character search by Han character number and stroke number - Character search by Han character number and radical and stroke
number - Character search by Han character number, radical and stroke number - Character search by Han character number, radical, stroke number
and radical character - Character search by Han character number, radical, stroke number and radical character - Character search by Han character
number, radical, stroke number and radical character - Character search by Han character number, radical, stroke number, radical character and stroke
number - Character search by Han character number, radical, stroke number, radical character and stroke number - Character search by Han character
number, radical, stroke number, radical character and stroke number - Character search by Han character number, radical, stroke number, radical
character and stroke number - Character 77a5ca646e
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BabelMap is a simple-to use software utility designed to help you find specific Unicode characters by going through an immense collection of numbers,
figures, symbols or letters. Well-organized interface and fast character search engine The interface of the application is straightforward and displays all
the characters included in the Unicode 7.0 standard in a grid-like layout. From the main window, you can select various Unicode blocks from a
dropdown list and begin a search query by entering the name of the character you want to look for. Characters can also be found if you enter parts of
their name, not necessarily their full name. You can find characters by their decimal or hexadecimal code point value, as well as view them using the
edit buffer as NCR, HTML or UCN escape sequences. Additionally, you can paste letters into the edit buffer and magnify any character within the grid
by right-clicking it. Powerful and useful set of tools BabelMap includes several lookup utilities that list all Han ideographs or syllables with a given
radical and number of strokes. Also, you can view the UCD properties for any character for all versions of Unicode supported by the application. On
top of that, you can generate the core UCD data for the Unicode versions used. Each font or glyph that you find can be exported to your computer as a
BMP, GIF, JPG or PNG file. For future reference and easy access, you can bookmark up to 32 characters. Conclusion BabelMap provides you with
many useful functions and search options that allow you to quickly find the desired character, even if it's a Korean, Vietnamese, Mandarin or Cantonese
one. The system's CPU and RAM resources were kept to a minimum during our evaluation and no system errors or crashes were encountered.
description: BabelMap is a simple-to use software utility designed to help you find specific Unicode characters by going through an immense collection
of numbers, figures, symbols or letters. Well-organized interface and fast character search engine The interface of the application is straightforward and
displays all the characters included in the Unicode 7.0 standard in a grid-like layout. From the main window, you can select various Unicode blocks
from a dropdown list and begin a search query by entering the name of the character you want to look for. Characters can also be found if you enter
parts of their name, not necessarily their full name. You can find characters by their decimal or hexadecimal

What's New in the BabelMap?

BabelMap is a simple-to use software utility designed to help you find specific Unicode characters by going through an immense collection of numbers,
figures, symbols or letters. Well-organized interface and fast character search engine The interface of the application is straightforward and displays all
the characters included in the Unicode 7.0 standard in a grid-like layout. From the main window, you can select various Unicode blocks from a
dropdown list and begin a search query by entering the name of the character you want to look for. Characters can also be found if you enter parts of
their name, not necessarily their full name. You can find characters by their decimal or hexadecimal code point value, as well as view them using the
edit buffer as NCR, HTML or UCN escape sequences. Additionally, you can paste letters into the edit buffer and magnify any character within the grid
by right-clicking it. Powerful and useful set of tools BabelMap includes several lookup utilities that list all Han ideographs or syllables with a given
radical and number of strokes. Also, you can view the UCD properties for any character for all versions of Unicode supported by the application. On
top of that, you can generate the core UCD data for the Unicode versions used. Each font or glyph that you find can be exported to your computer as a
BMP, GIF, JPG or PNG file. For future reference and easy access, you can bookmark up to 32 characters. BabelMap is extremely easy to use. Thanks
to the large collection of lookup tools available, it's easy to find any character you need. From the main window, you can select various Unicode blocks
from a dropdown list and begin a search query by entering the name of the character you want to look for. You can find characters by their decimal or
hexadecimal code point value, as well as view them using the edit buffer as NCR, HTML or UCN escape sequences. Additionally, you can paste letters
into the edit buffer and magnify any character within the grid by right-clicking it. Each font or glyph that you find can be exported to your computer as
a BMP, GIF, JPG or PNG file. For future reference and easy access, you can bookmark up to 32 characters. Conclusion BabelMap provides you with
many useful functions and search options that allow you to quickly find the desired character, even if it's a Korean, Vietnamese, Mandarin or Cantonese
one. The system's CPU and RAM resources were kept to a minimum during our evaluation and no system errors or crashes were encountered. Rating:
10/10 DeviantArt For Windows 10 lets you easily browse and search through millions of amazing, free artworks, comics, videos, and websites, all from
one single site. Browse by a variety of categories and
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10 Processor: CPU 2.0GHz or equivalent Memory: 2GB RAM or greater Graphics: DirectX 9-compatible graphics
card with 512MB of video RAM and Shader Model 3.0 DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: 4GB free hard disk space Sound Card: DirectX-compatible
sound card with 32MB of onboard memory Additional: Internet access (for game installation)
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